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Modern design, comfortable

control and display

Reliable and comfortable

electrodes

Purpose:

Professional electronic apparatus

"Heiron" is a new generation device and is

designed for active bio-resonance therapy

(ABT) on the human body based on the

generation of electromagnetic signals of

certain frequencies and waveforms,

through which the influence of harmful

pathogens (bacteria and viruses) and

parasites in the human body and clearing

it of toxins. Treatment without

medication for a very wide range of

diseases.

The device is specifically

designed to meet all requirements

professional contact bioresonance therapy

according to the writings of scientists, Dr.

Hulda Clark and Dr. Raymond Rife, and

for convenience is attached “Frequency

reference guide book” - therapeutic

frequencies Rife / Clark. Attached is an

additional computer CD-ROM drive with

the entire database of frequencies CAFL

for over 1,300 diseases. Frequency range is

from 0 to 10 000 000 Hz (0-10 MHZ) in

increments of 1Hz and 0.1Hz accuracy

There are two interchangeable modes

according to the type of therapy: a

rectangular output signal (for the Clark

therapy) and sinusoidal output signal (Rife

Bio-resonance therapy alternative-

therapy ). The output power is smoothly

adjustable and can be precisely adapted to

the sensitivity of each organism and the

disease (0-22V). Setting the switching

frequencies and modes as easily and are

made by pressing quasi-sensor buttons.

The output frequency is displayed on the

precision illuminated LCD display, which

facilitates control in. Available indicator

light sensitivity (output control), which

can be monitored 100% contact with the

body. Built are sound and light control

indicators. There are 4 current protection,

which ensures complete safety in use.

Both types of electrodes (bracelets and

handles) kit provides flexibility therapy.

e use the most modern technology

combined with unique microprocessor

program allows the device to have high

technical parameters combined with

maximum easier use. These properties

allow it to be applied by all medical

professionals and therapists in their

practice, but also for private everyday use.

Belongs to a professional grade appliances.

Designed and manufactured entirely in

the European Union. Available detailed

instructions in the English language.

There is warranty and post warranty

maintenance . More informat ion

available on our website:

www.noraresearch.com.

W

- Spectrum:

Mode "Rife": sinusoidal output signal

(THD: <0.01%)

Mode "Clark": rectangular output signal

with duty cycle 50%

- Frequency range:

Mode "Rife": 0-9999999 Hz (sine wave)

Mode "Clark": 0-7000000 Hz (rectangle)

- Accuracy of the generated frequencies:

<0.1Hz

- Resolution of frequency: 1Hz

- Visualization of frequency: STN LED

LCD display

- Output Offset: 100% positive

- Output: smoothly adjustable 0 - 22V +

/ - 10% (5-4000000 Hz)

-Accuracy of marking on the output

regulator: <20% (5-4000000 Hz)

- Maximum output current: 0.01A

- Protections: 3 built-in current

protections + external removable fuse.

- Power supply unit: a network

220/230V / 50Hz (+ / - 15%)

- Power consumption: max.10W

- Temperature range for normal

operation: from +10 to +35 degrees

Celsius

- Operation in humidity: <70%

- Weight: not more than 3 kg.

Technical characteristics:

www.noraresearch.com
nora.research@mail.bg

Features

Rich accessories, detailed

documentation


